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Back to the future:
fashion through the decades
A RETROSPECTIVE OF KEY FASHION TRENDS AND THE GENIUS DESIGNERS WHO CREATED THEM

� The ‘20s: Chanel
The girls with bobbed hair, kohl-rimmed eyes and oxblood lips flaunting
impossibly glamorous beaded and boxy shifts are inextricably linked to
‘20s style. Hello, flappers. Along with their loose limbs and extra-long
cigarette holders, cloche hats, feather and fringe embellishments and T-
bar shoes comprised the overall Great Gatsby style du jour.

The most glamorous “it” girl of the time was Coco Chanel, whose
revolutionary designs epitomized the new ‘20s style. Her fresh and
simple silhouettes without defined waists, use of soft and fluid jersey
fabric in neutral colors like cream, navy, black and beige were all
about comfort and ease of movement. Chanel’s modern styles,
including the iconic LBD, are uniformly considered to be the birth of
women’s sportswear as we know it today. Have a sudden urge to crop
your hair and do the Charleston?

When it comes to fashion, looking back is always part of the equation. Virtually everything you
are wearing today can be traced back to a previous trend from an earlier decade. Indeed, your
Little Black Dress (LBD), cigarette pants and classic white shirt are all proof positive that
everything old is new again. Here, we take a stylish look back at the most important trends
and designers of the 20th century – all of which continue to inform modern-day style.

� The ‘30s: Lanvin
Feminine curves and blonde bombshells ruled in the ‘30s. The
invention of the bias cut (by famed French designer Madeleine
Vionnet) allowed for fluidity and draping of luxe fabrics (satins, crepes
and chiffons), the likes of which were never seen before.

Madame Vionnet’s fellow countrywoman Jeanne Lanvin also left her
stylish stamp on the trends of the day. (Today, the company that bears
her name is the oldest French fashion house still in business. It was
established in 1889.) Lanvin’s skill with embroidery, beading and other
complicated detailing is legendary, and her trademark aesthetic is
feminine but also architectural. Her use of new fabrics (lame, velour,
quilted fabrics and lace) as well as her innovative play of matte and shiny,
sheer and opaque textures, and use of fresh colors (inspired by the
impressionist paintings she collected) were modern and groundbreaking.

� The ‘40s: Balmain
World War II changed fashion forever, as women went to work and
icons like Rosie the Riveter smashed social barriers. Restrained shapes
like skirts with narrow hips and padded shoulders and boxy jackets
became all the rage. Classic sportswear and casual separates blossomed
during the Big Band era. Key trends included high-waisted trousers,
pencil skirts, short jackets and Peter Pan blouses.

In the latter half of the decade, however, a new feminine and elegant
silhouette crept onto the scene. Dresses featured higher bustlines,
narrow shoulders, teensy waists and bodices and full, bell-shaped skirts
(à la Belle Epoque). Although this New Look was ultimately credited to
Christian Dior (see next paragraph), designer Pierre Balmain bristled at
the notion (often citing his premiere collection featured in American
Vogue in 1945 as evidence.) No matter, Balmain’s influence is
undeniable, as was his singular focus on sophisticated simplicity.
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� The ‘70s: Yves Saint Laurent
Fashion in the ‘70s was quite the mish-mash. Hippie styles continued in
popularity while the disco craze ushered in a whole new crop of shiny
and glittery stretchy materials (lycra, gold lame). Additionally, ethnic
influences, such as Mexican peasant blouses, kimonos and caftans, and
African touches, also dominated. Skirt and dress lengths were ambivalent,
going both micro and maxi during this “anything goes” decade.

On the opposite end of the spectrum was the refined modern and
elegant jet-set aesthetic of the masterful Yves Saint Laurent. He
reinterpreted and glamorized menswear wardrobe staples for women,
making blazers, pant suits, leather jackets and even tuxedos super sexy.
The onetime head designer for the House of Dior (a title he inherited
at age 21 after Dior’s unexpected death) also popularized the urban-
safari trend that made safari jackets, slim-fitting pants and thigh-high
boots a chic alternative for stylish dames from Tinseltown to Gotham.
Undoubtedly one of the most influential designers until his death in
2008, Saint Laurent left an imprint on fashion that will never fade.

� The ‘80s: Versace
Typically not thought of as one of the most stylish of decades, the ‘80s
were all about power suits and over-the-top glitzy glam styles (like
those seen on Dynasty and Dallas). And a little thing called MTV was
born, giving rise to iconic trends like short skirts over leggings, acid-
wash denim and neon lace tanks (thanks, Madonna).

No designer embodies the over-the-top, overly sexy fashion of the
times more than the flamboyant Gianni Versace. His ornately
embellished dresses and outrageously curve-hugging and overly
revealing gowns were the ideal guise for the decade when stiletto-ed
supermodels reigned. Along with the risqué silhouettes, immediately
recognizable Versace signatures include strikingly bold colors and
prints influenced by various artists (including serious nods to pop art
and surrealism), and an eclectic mix of fabrications from the sheerest
of sheer to metal, safety pins and leather. His youth-centric designs
were oft celebrity-obsessed, featuring icons like Marilyn Monroe, James
Dean and Andy Warhol.

� The ‘50s: Dior
The New Look that hit the scene in the late ‘40s blew up big-time in
the “Happy Days” decade, where (swing) poodle skirts, tight, shrunken
sweaters and saddle shoes were all the rage with teens. Women were
thrilled to exchange the shorter skirts and boxier (military-like) jackets
that dominated during wartime for va-va-voom hourglass silhouettes.
Shaped jackets, with nipped waists, worn with full skirts, were the
epitome of the New Look, a term coined by Life magazine in
reference to a collection by Christian Dior.

Indeed, Mr. Dior and his designs are forever entwined with this most
important of fashion trends, which dominated for much of the ‘50s.
Not only were the fitted jackets paired with full skirts but also with,
straight, mid-calf length skirts or pencil skirts. Think Grace Kelly or
any one of a handful of Hollywood Hitchcock babes for reference. Of
course, the New Look carried into eveningwear with more glamour via
strapless (boned) tops and dresses with full skirts in fancier fabrics.
The result? An über-feminine and sophisticated style still very much
relevant today.

� The ‘60s: Courrèges
Like the decade preceding it, the ‘60s is a seminal period in fashion,
overflowing with indelible trends – from chic Jackie Kennedy suits and
pillbox hats to psychedelic prints, tie-dye and Flower Power bell-
bottoms. But certainly the ‘60s wouldn’t be The Sixties without the
miniskirt. Both English designer Mary Quant and French designer
André Courrèges lay claim to its invention.

Indisputable, though, is the fact that Courrèges revolutionized the
industry with his trendsetting clothing, like his signature geometric
dresses in trapezoid, triangle and square shapes (shown in both eye-
popping shades and his favorite color: stark white). His space-age
collection, featuring mod clothing, made of plastic, and styled with
models wearing knee-high (flat) boots, goggles and helmets was quite
shocking at the time. The never-been-seen-before looks were hailed
across continents and served to cement Courrèges’ reputation as a
true original and creative genius.
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� The ‘90s: Gaultier
Similar to the ‘70s, the last decade of the 1900s cannot be
characterized by one or two dominant trends but, rather, is a mélange
of varying styles from Goth and Emo to preppie and hip-hop. Hands-
down, though, grunge style is one of the most dominant looks of the
era. Probably a backlash to the neon, garish looks of the ‘80s, this low-
key unisex look manifested itself through plaid flannel shirts, frills-free
jeans, high-top sneakers, Doc Maartens and hoodies galore. This anti-
fashion phenomenon will be forever linked to the decade (and Seattle
bands like Nirvana and Pearl Jam that inspired it).

But inimitable bad-boy, anti-grunge designer Jean Paul Gaultier also left a
significant mark during the latter part of the decade. His saucy and
irreverent erotic creations à la Madonna’s infamous cone-shaped bra (for
her Blonde Ambition tour) immediately put him on the map. Soon
thereafter, he launched his haute couture line where he continued to
arouse interest through his rebellious aesthetic. He played with gender
(men in skirts, women in power suits) and made the outrageous wearable
with an incisive wit and meticulous craftsmanship. Key contributions
included military-, equestrian- and English-punk-inspired looks.

� The 2000s: Lagerfeld and Galliano
The past 10 years have been full of trends – some good (skinny belts,
gladiator sandals, shrunken suits, Louboutins), some not so good
(Uggs, neon revival, trucker hats). Other popular styles worth
mentioning: oversized sunglasses, large, luxe handbags, micro-minis,
skinny jeans, California boho and rocker chic.

In terms of designer of the decade, Karl Lagerfeld is a shoe-in. He
designs for two of the hautest labels on the planet, Fendi and Chanel,
whose renaissance has been off the charts. Giving the dapper
Lagerfeld a run for his money, however, is wild-child Brit John Galliano,
designer of his eponymous label and the creative head of Dior. His
brilliance as a designer is his ability to meld his eccentricity, avant-
garde aesthetic and love of fashion influences from eras past into
cohesive (wow!) collections

So who do you think deserves the top spot? Tough one, for sure.
Especially if we throw dark-horse candidate Alber Elbaz, head designer
of Lanvin, into the mix.

Gail Goldberg




